So, the
assignment is:
“Exploring
Mississauga’s
Street Names”

I bet everyone
has already taken the
popular street names
like Hurontario or
Mississauga road.

Victory Park, Malton
Would it
be lame to look
up the streets
we live on?

Siri, find
history on
Lancaster
Avenue.

...Aw man!
my battery
died!

Hey, do you
mind if we head
back to my place,
so I can plug in
my laptop?

Uh-huh.
Yeah, let’s
go.

Huh. Says here
that Lancaster was
the name of a Second
World War
bomber, made here by
Victory Aircraft.

Cool!

So it seems
the street names
Victory and Lancaster
are linked. Maybe we
can work together
on this?

You know,
this could be
perfect for us, since
you want to be a pilot
and I want to get
into aeronautical
engineering.

Sorry to
eavesdrop, but I
couldn’t help but
overhear you are
interested in the
Lancaster?
There is
history here that
will help with
your homework.
What do
you mean?
This hall was
built in the 1940s by
Victory Aircraft, to
service the community
of workers that built
the Lancaster and
their families.

I know that
Avro built and flew
the Arrow close to
here, where Pearson
But I’ve
International Airport
never heard
is now.
of Victory
Aircraft.

Come with me,
then. You can learn
a lot more inside.
Give this to Officer
Ridley when you
see him.

Victory Hall, 1944

Whoa,
what...is...

going...on?

Hello ladies.
You look a little
perplexed. Maybe
I can help. I’m
Miss Sand.
Hi Miss
Sand. What
is all this?

What
war?...

Well, this
is a rally to raise
money for the war
effort and to
promote savings
through buying
Victory Bonds.

1944?
huh?...

The Second
World War...
I think we
are in 1944.

OHHH!!

These
war bonds, are
they by chance
to support the
building of the
Lancasters?

Oh yes indeed,
dear, our most
impressive “Lankys”.
You are just in time
too. Later today is
a big milestone
for us.

…oh,
the rally
is wrapping
up.

This is
Pilot Officer
Robert Ridley
from Port
Credit.

He is
one of our test
pilots, but I hear
he will soon
fly our “Lankys”
overseas!
How
exciting.

Wherever
I’m needed Miss
Sand, wherever
I’m needed.
These
ladies are
here to learn
more about
Victory and the
Lancaster.
Perhaps,
you can even
enlist them
to join our
efforts?
How do
you do?
Hi!
I’m Sasha
and this is
Ishika.
Oh, and
we have a
letter for
you.

Hmmm, I see.
A future pilot and
a future engineer.
It seems you
come highly
recommended.

Perhaps we should
start by having you
meet Mr. Boyd. He is in
charge of the whole
operation here at
Victory Aircraft.

We’re actually
headed to the
administration
building right
now.
We can
take you
over to
meet him.

Mr. Boyd,
these ladies
are interested
in learning more
about the
Lancaster.

Then
they have
come to
the right
place!

Anyone
who wants to
contribute to Canada
and support the war
effort is welcome.

What we
build here
makes a
difference.

Build?
...as in the
Lancaster?
Yes,
Indeed.

Perhaps the
best way to learn
is by doing. We can
always use a few
extra hands on the
assembly line.

We
would love
to help!

And
in flight
testing, to
be honest.

Fantastic!
Miss Sand, please
take the ladies to
prepare their
paperwork, and
have them start
training....

Here is
one of
our many
assembly
areas.

Later, after paperwork and medical screening.

The
Lancaster has
thousands of
components and
over 9,000
employees that
put it all
together.

Okay
ladies, you are
all ready. We
are just waiting
for someone
special.
And
here she
comes now.

Wow,
I didn’t expect
to see people
like us here!

Elsie MacGill
is the first
woman aeronautical
engineer in the
world! We are so
proud to have
her.

Wow! That
means she
blazed the trail
for women like
me to become
engineers!

Pleasure
to meet you!
I’m taking Officer
Ridley to see the
York Transport
project that uses
Lancaster
wings.

You are
welcome to tag
along and I can
give you a tour
of the factory.

Who?
Women?

No.
Over
there.

3,136
of us here
at Victory are
women, of which
I’m proud to be
part of.

This
is our
engineering
department...

...where I am
working on plans
to convert the
Lancaster to
transport
mail.

I’ve removed
the armaments and
streamlined the nose and
tail cones. The bomb bays
are retrofitted with an
additional 1,818 litres of
fuel tanks to extend
flight time.

The
Lancasters
are huge!

Yeah. I
couldn’t
imagine the size
from their parts
up to now!

When
and where
do we get
started?

Can you
handle a
rivet gun?

Everyone
is headed out
to the tarmac,
it seems.

Today is a
big day for Victory!
Everyone, please give
yourselves a pat on
the back. Today we
roll out our 100th
Lancaster!
Here she is,
KB799! Today
we christen her
“The Moose”!

Everyone,
gather around
for a
commemorative
photograph!

It feels
like we’ve been
here for weeks,
but at the same
time, not.

Yeah,
it is weird.
But we are
experiencing
so much!

What’s
going on?

Come on!
Let’s get in on
the picture!

I’m so
proud of
what we
have built.

We are all
part of the same
battle, whether we
are at home or
overseas.

Without
our work on the
Lancasters, the
war overseas could
well be lost.

My Husband
worked here at
Victory, and is now
fighting overseas,
as a gunner on a
Lancaster, no less.
So, I’m working
here to support
his effort.

I’m glad I
joined Victory
to be part of
the war effort.

To be
honest, I don’t
like the label
‘woman’ engineer.
There should be no
gender distinction.
What is important
is doing the
job well.

Elsie, as
a woman
engineer you
really inspire
us.

Speaking
of which, I need
to get back to
inspecting these
planes before they
go to flight
testing.

Do you
mind if we
tag along?

Sure,
let’s go.

What can you
tell us about
the Lancaster’s
engineering
specifications?

These are
some of the
largest and most
durable heavy
bombers in the
world to date.
The Lancaster’s
stability is thanks to
its four-engine design.
Our Mark X’s are
equipped with
North American-built
Merlin engines.

The average
flight duration
is 7 hours, but
can be as long
as 10 hours.

As you
would expect,
the flight deck
has a heavily
glazed canopy.

What is most
remarkable about the
Lancasters, though,
is the size of their
payload. The majority of
the central fusilage’s
volume is given to
the bomb bay.

The nose is
equally glazed to
give the bombardier
unfettered views,
ahead and below.

Wow!

These planes,
along with
“The Moose”, have
passed inspection
and are ready
for you.

Ah, just
the people I
was looking
for.

Great!

And
Sasha, Ishika...
there is just
one more thing
for you to
experience.

What do
you mean?

Oh, oh!!
I think
I know!

After the
fanfare is done,
I will be taking
“The Moose” up for
her first flight test.
Do you want to
ride along?
Yes!!!

Moments later.

This is
awesome! I
was hoping
we could do
this.

I noticed
that none of
the gun turrets
are installed.
Why is that?

Welcome
aboard!
That’s
right. They get
installed prior
to operational
service.

Sasha, with
your flight
experience, you can
be my Wireless
Operator...
...and
Navigator.

Roger
that!

And Ishika,
you can help me
monitor the
instruments as
Flight Engineer.

Everybody
ready?

What’s
through
there?

That’s where
the Bombardier is
stationed -- to aim,
time, and release the
ordnances. The front
turret gun is also
mounted there.

Hang on
tight!

This is
so different
from flying in
a Cessna with
my dad.

I’m curious,
where do the
Lancasters go from
here? Did...or Does
Canada have an
air force?
Not exactly.
The Lancasters are
built for the RAF
Bomber Command.
We get them to the
war front in Europe
via the Ferry
Command.

Ah! RAF
stands for the
British Royal
Air Force.

What is RAF
and what is
Ferry
Command?

Ferry Command
is a secretive part
of the RAF formed
to deliver urgently
needed aircrafts, made
here and abroad, to
the front lines
in Britain.
On the way
there, the
Lancasters make
fuel stops at Dorval
in Montreal, Quebec
and in Gander,
Newfoundland.

Are there
any female
pilots that
fly these
Lancasters?

Ferry Command
has a network of
pilots “ferrying” the
planes and pilots
back and forth at
these stops.
From
Newfoundland,
they fly to Prestwick,
Scotland, where they
are handed off to the
Air Transport Auxiliary
of the RAF and into
active service.

Yes.
Marion Orr and
Violet Milstead are
Canadians that fly for
the Air Transport
Auxiliary.

Speaking of
RAF and Ferry
Command, on this next
run, I will be joining an
RAF squadron to proudly
fly a Lancaster into
combat.

Wish me
luck! We are
arriving in
Dorval.

Good luck,
Pilot Officer
Ridley. Do us
proud!

Umm...
Dorval?...

...how
do we get
home?

Just
follow the other
flight crews to that
building. There will
be someone there
to take you
back.

Thank you
and
good luck!
I can’t
believe we got
to fly in a
Lancaster.

Thanks!

Whoa!
Was that
all a
dream?

Wait, it
must have
been real.
Look!

It’s my
Victory
hat!

So,
was I
right?

You were!
It was
incredible.

We
didn’t realize
the important
history behind
our street
names.

People
name things
after things
they want to
remember.

You might
want to keep
these as a
memento.

VICTORY and LANCASTER
names worth remembering

by Ishika and Sasha

FM-213, the last Canadian flying Lancaster, Canadian
Warplane Heritage Museum, photo courtesy of Mark Peapell

The ﬁrst Canadian-built Lancaster
bomber was unveiled on August 6,
1943 by Victory Aircraft Limited in
Malton.
The wartime contract to build
Lancaster bombers initially went to
National Steel Car Limited, utilizing
their Malton aircraft factory. National
Steel Car was already involved in
the production of other Britishdesigned wartime aircraft. Questions
arose regarding the company’s
ability to manage the Lancaster
program, which led to the Canadian
Government expropriating that
facility and establishing Victory
Aircraft Limited on November 4, 1942.
The facility and production was
overseen by General Manager David
Boyd. Victory Aircraft was a major
wartime employer with a culturally
diverse workforce. Many employees
lived in company dormitories located
close to the factory. The work force
expanded from 3,300 in 1942 to 9,521
in 1944. A third of the workers were
women. Elsie MacGill – the ﬁrst
practising Canadian woman engineer
– was hired as an aeronautical
engineering consultant with Victory
Aircraft and was integral to the
development of the Lancaster, the
modiﬁed X-PP Lancaster mail planes,
and the York transport.
Building the Lancaster bomber was
a daunting task that required some
55,000 separate components and over
1 million rivets to build each plane. In
order to simplify future repairs and
upgrades, all major sub-assemblies
of the Canadian Lancasters (known
as Mk X) were interchangeable with
British-built versions. Initially, all
components except for the bomb

service. On average, 45% of Bomber
Command airmen were killed, and
only 41% escaped capture or serious
injury. Over 10,000 Canadian airmen
lost their lives in the Second World
War. Pilot Oﬃcer Robert Ridley of
Port Credit – who was shot down on
April 28, 1944 while piloting Lancaster
ME-720 – was among them. While
the bombers were important to the
allied war eﬀort, bombing campaigns
extracted a terrible toll – both in
terms of servicemen lost and the vast
number of civilian casualties. More
than 25 other airmen from historic
Mississauga also did not return home.

doors and control surfaces – which
were built by Ottawa Car & Aircraft
Limited – were built in Malton.
The ﬁrst Canadian-built Lancaster
completed its test ﬂight a mere
sixteen months after receipt of
the blueprints from England. On
August 1, 1943, almost exactly a year
to the day from the arrival of the
pattern aircraft, the ﬁrst Canadianbuilt Lancaster, KB-700, nicknamed
the “Ruhr Express,” rolled oﬀ the
assembly line in Malton. One year
later, on August 7, 1944, the 100th
Canadian-built Lancaster – KB-799,
christened “The Moose” – was
completed. By war’s end, Victory
Aircraft reached the impressive
mark of producing one aircraft per
day. In total 422 Lancaster bombers
and eight modiﬁed X-PP mail planes
and one York transport were built in
Malton between 1943 and 1945.
Nearly one quarter of the 422
Lancasters built in Malton, including
KB-700 and KB-799, were lost during

Workers being trained at Victory Aircraft Limited,
Aerospace Heritage Foundation of Canada,
photo courtesy of Mark Peapell

When the ﬁrst Canadian-built
Lancasters reached England in late
1943, the feedback was that the
Canadian “Lankys” were among the
best equipped aircraft from North
America. The chief inspector at A.V.
Roe is said to have remarked: “That’s
how an airplane should be built”.

Roll-out of KB-799, photo courtesy of Dave Cook

Founded in 1960, Heritage Mississauga is a not-for-profit
charity whose focus is researching, recording and
celebrating Mississauga’s vibrant and diverse heritage. Heritage
Mississauga is known for its research programs, publications,
outreach presentations, community
partnerships and unique events.
Located in the historic Robinson-Adamson House, known as
“The Grange” (built circa 1828), Heritage Mississauga is a
passionate advocate for history and heritage in the City of
Mississauga.
With the support of the City of Mississauga, our partners,
members, donors, corporate sponsors and volunteers,
Heritage Mississauga continues to accept the challenge of
promoting awareness of our heritage, and a sense of place
and time in our city.

www.heritagemississauga.com

